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SUMMARY

Concentrations of cholesterol are increased in the brain
during acute liver failure–induced hepatic encephalopathy
in mice as a result of aberrant farnesoid X receptor–
mediated signaling. Strategies aimed at reducing brain
cholesterol levels improved neurologic and neuromuscular
deficiencies in mice with acute liver failure.

BACKGROUND & AIMS: Hepatic encephalopathy is a serious
neurologic complication of acute and chronic liver diseases. We
previously showed that aberrant bile acid signaling contributes
to the development of hepatic encephalopathy via farnesoid
X receptor (FXR)-mediated mechanisms in neurons. In the
brain, a novel alternative bile acid synthesis pathway, catalyzed
by cytochrome p450 46A1 (Cyp46A1), is the primary mecha-
nism by which the brain regulates cholesterol homeostasis. The
aim of this study was to determine if FXR activation in the brain
altered cholesterol homeostasis during hepatic encephalopathy.

METHODS: Cyp7A1-/- mice or C57Bl/6 mice pretreated with
central infusion of FXR vivo morpholino, 2-hydroxypropyl-b-
cyclodextrin, or fed a cholestyramine-supplemented diet
were injected with azoxymethane (AOM). Cognitive and
neuromuscular impairment as well as liver damage and
expression of Cyp46A1 were assessed using standard tech-
niques. The subsequent cholesterol content in the frontal cortex
was measured using commercially available kits and by Filipin
III and Nile Red staining.

RESULTS: There was an increase in membrane-bound and
intracellular cholesterol in the cortex of mice treated with AOM
that was associated with decreased Cyp46A1 expression.
Strategies to inhibit FXR signaling prevented the down-
regulation of Cyp46A1 and the accumulation of cholesterol.
Treatment of mice with 2-hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin atten-
uated the AOM-induced cholesterol accumulation in the brain
and the cognitive and neuromuscular deficits without altering
the underlying liver pathology.

CONCLUSIONS: During hepatic encephalopathy, FXR signaling
increases brain cholesterol and contributes to neurologic
decline. Targeting cholesterol accumulation in the brain may be
a possible therapeutic target for the management of hepatic
encephalopathy. (Cell Mol Gastroenterol Hepatol 2018;6:47–63;
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcmgh.2018.02.008)
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epatic encephalopathy is a term used to describe
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H the broad spectrum of neurologic complications
that arise from acute (type A hepatic encephalopathy) and
chronic (type C hepatic encephalopathy) liver failure.
These complications range from mild confusion, learning
and memory impairment (which are hallmarks of minimal
hepatic encephalopathy), to neuromuscular impairment,
asterixis, and ataxia (indications of overt hepatic enceph-
alopathy), and, ultimately, hepatic coma at late stages of
disease progression. Cerebral edema, increased intracra-
nial pressure (particularly in acute liver failure), hyper-
ammonemia, and neuroinflammation are associated with
hepatic encephalopathy, although the molecular patho-
genesis by which hepatic encephalopathy occurs is poorly
understood.

A role for aberrant bile acid signaling in the neuro-
logic dysfunction associated with hepatic encephalopa-
thy has been shown in a mouse model of acute liver
failure.1 Specifically, total bile acid content is increased
in brain tissue during acute liver failure1 and these bile
acids can be taken up into neurons via the apical sodium
bile acid transporter2 where they can activate the bile
acid nuclear receptor farnesoid X receptor (FXR) and
increase the expression of the FXR target gene, small
heterodimer partner. Furthermore, strategies to reduce
the circulating bile acid concentration by cholestyramine
feeding, using mice with genetic deletion of cytochrome
p450 7A1 (CYP7A1), or specifically blocking FXR in the
brain attenuated the neurologic dysfunction associated
with hepatic encephalopathy without altering the un-
derlying liver damage.1 These data suggest that aberrant
bile acid signaling in the brain may play a role in the
development of hepatic encephalopathy, although the
downstream consequences of this signaling are
unknown.

Approximately 25% of the body’s cholesterol is found
in the brain and its levels are tightly regulated so that
fluctuations in dietary cholesterol have minimal effect on
brain function.3 In the brain, cholesterol is incorporated
into the cell membrane, where it regulates signal
transduction pathways, synapse formation, action poten-
tials, and neurotransmitter release.4 Furthermore, intra-
cellular cholesterol serves as the precursor for the
synthesis of many neurosteroids synthesized in the brain,
such as allopregnanolone.4 One of the major ways in
which the brain clears cholesterol is via its conversion to
24-(S)-hydroxycholesterol, a reaction catalyzed by the
enzyme cytochrome p450 46A1 (Cyp46A1).5 24-(S)-
hydroxycholesterol then is able to exit the brain and
enter the blood stream where it is integrated into the de
novo bile acid synthesis pathway in the liver.5 Given that
bile acids are known to regulate key steps in their
biosynthesis pathway, it is conceivable that the aberrant
bile acid signaling in the brain may influence the choles-
terol clearance pathway. Therefore, this study aimed to
assess the cholesterol content in the brain of mice with
acute liver failure that may be attributable to bile acid
signaling and to determine if strategies to prevent the
buildup of cholesterol in the brain alter the neurologic
deficits observed during acute liver failure.

Methods
Materials

All chemicals were purchased from MilliporeSigma
(Burlington, MA) unless otherwise noted and were of the
highest grade available. The Total Cholesterol and Choles-
teryl Ester Colorimetric/Fluorometric Assay Kit was pur-
chased from BioVision Inc (Milpitas, CA). Nile Red was
purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (Tokyo, Japan).
The Cyp46A1 antibody was purchased from GeneTex
(Irvine, CA). The glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydroge-
nase (GAPDH) antibody was purchased from GeneTex
(Irvine, CA). The primer for Cyp46A1 (catalog no:
PPM03965A) and GAPDH (catalog no: PPM02946E)
were purchased from Qiagen, SABiosciences (Frederick,
MD). FXR vivo-morpholino sequences (FXR morpholino;
50-CTGAAACTGCATCACCATCCTTAGC-30), FXR mismatch
vivo-morpholino sequences (FXR mismatch; 50-
CTCAAAGTGGATCACCATCGTTACC-30), and Endo-Porter
were purchased from Gene Tools (Philomath, OR). Guggul-
sterone was purchased from Tocris (Minneapolis, MN).
Hematoxylin was purchased from Vector Laboratories
(Burlingame, CA). Eosin was purchased from Milli-
poreSigma. Liver enzyme blood chemistry assays were
purchased from IDEXX Laboratories, Inc (Westbrook, MA).

Mouse Model of Acute Liver Failure
In vivo experiments were performed using male

C57Bl/6 mice (25–30 g; Charles River Laboratories, Wil-
mington, MA) or Cyp7A1-/- mice bred on a C57Bl/6
background (kind gift from Dr Sandra Erickson, University
of California, San Francisco, CA6). All animal experiments
were approved by the Baylor Scott & White Research
Institute Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and
were performed in accordance with the Animal Welfare
Act and the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.

Acute liver failure and hepatic encephalopathy were
induced using the hepatotoxin azoxymethane (AOM) as
previously described.1,7–9 Briefly, C57Bl/6 or Cyp7A1-/-

mice were injected with AOM (100 mg/kg intraperitone-
ally) and placed on heating pads set to 37�C to ensure
normothermia. To reduce serum and cortical bile acid
levels, C57Bl/6 mice were fed a diet supplemented with
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2% cholestyramine (Dyets, Inc, Bethlehem, PA) or the
control diet AIN-93G (Dyets, Inc) for 3 days before the
injection of AOM. In parallel, C57Bl/6 mice underwent
surgery to implant Alzet brain infusion cannulas coupled to
subcutaneous implanted minipumps (Alzet, Cupertino, CA)
to directly infuse FXR morpholino or FXR mismatch (1 mg/
kg) made up in a 10 mmol/L Endo-Porter solution to knock
down FXR expression in the brain, which effectively
knocked down the expression of FXR in neurons located
adjacent to the injection site shown and characterized in
previous studies.1 This same approach was used to infuse
2-hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin (2-HbC, 6 mg/kg/day;
MilliporeSigma) to inhibit cholesterol accumulation. The
infusion cannulas were implanted using the co-ordinates
anteroposterior -0.34, mediolateral -1.0, and dorsoven-
tricular -2.0 from Bregma. This surgery was performed 3
days before the injection of AOM to allow the mice to
recover before the onset of acute liver failure to minimize
mortality.

Starting at 12 hours after injection, mice were monitored
at least every 2 hours for body temperature, weight, and
neurologic score as previously described.7,9 The neurologic
score was assessed by an investigator blind to the treatment
groups and is a summation of the scores given for the
following parameters: pinna reflex, corneal reflex, tail
flexion, escape response, righting reflex, and gait. Each
parameter was assigned a score between 2 (normal) and
0 (absence of reflexes and presence of severe ataxia), and
summed to provide a neurologic score out of 12. At
approximately 16 hours after AOM injection, the gait of
these experimental mice was examined further using
ventral plane imaging technology (DigiGait; Mouse Specifics,
Inc, Framingham, MA), which images the underside of ani-
mals walking atop a motorized, transparent treadmill belt,
thereby generating digital paw prints. These paw prints
were analyzed using DigiGait Analysis and Imager software
(Mouse Specifics, Inc) and measures of neuromuscular
function were quantified, including the paw angle in fore-
limbs and hind limbs (to measure the degree of external
rotation), gait symmetry (ratio of forelimb stepping
frequency to hind limb stepping frequency), and the ataxia
coefficient for fore and hind limbs (calculated as follows:
[maximum stride length – minimum stride length]/average
stride length).

Tissue was collected before the onset of neurologic
symptoms (preneurologic), when minor ataxia and
weakened reflexes were present (minor neurologic),
when major ataxia and deficits in reflexes were evident
(major neurologic), and at coma, as defined by a loss of
righting and corneal reflexes. In experiments involving
Cyp7A1-/- mice, cholestyramine-supplemented mice, or 2-
HbC-infused mice, only the coma time point was
investigated.

Assessment of Liver Damage and Function
Liver damage was assessed by H&E staining according to

previously published protocols.7 Paraffin-embedded livers
were cut into 4-mm sections and mounted onto positively
charged slides (VWR, Radnor, PA). Slides were deparaffi-
nized and stained with Hematoxylin QS (Vector Labora-
tories) for 1 minute followed by staining for 1 minute with
eosin Y (Amresco, Solon, OH) and rinsed in 95% ethanol.
The slides then were dipped into 100% ethanol and sub-
sequently through 2 xylene washes. Coverslips were
mounted onto the slides using CytoSeal XYL mounting
media (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The slides
were viewed and imaged using an Olympus BX40 micro-
scope with an Olympus DP25 imaging system (Center Val-
ley, PA).

Liver function was assessed by measuring plasma
alanine aminotransferase and aspartate aminotransferase
using the IDEXX Catalyst One machine from IDEXX
Laboratories, Inc.

In Vitro Primary Neuronal Culture
Primary cortical neurons were isolated and cultured

using methodology previously described.8 Primary neurons
were isolated from postnatal day 1 mouse pups. Mice were
decapitated and whole brains were removed. The cortex
was isolated and meninges and dura were removed. Cortical
tissue was mechanically disrupted and filtered through a
100-mm filter. Neurons were pelleted by centrifugation at
1400 g. Neurons were suspended in media and plated on
12-well plates with 750,000 cells per well. After 24 hours,
cells were washed and media was replaced and supple-
mented with 2% B27 growth supplement. Cells were
cultured for 10–12 days and subsequently treated with
deoxycholic acid (10 mmol/L) in the presence or absence of
the FXR antagonist guggulsterone (10 mmol/L) for 24 hours.
At this point, cells were lysed and used for immunoblot or
reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
analyses.

Assessment of Bile Acid Content in the Brain
The bile acid content of cortex tissue was determined

using methodology previously used for other studies.1

When AOM-treated mice progressed to coma, they were
euthanized and transcardially perfused with ice-cold saline
to remove the blood from the brain. Cortex homogenates
were prepared by calculating the wet weight of brain tis-
sue with subsequent homogenization in 100 mg/mL in
ultrapure water using a Miltenyi Biotec gentleMACS Dis-
sociator (San Diego, CA). Homogenates were spun down
for 5 minutes at 16,100 g and supernatants were collected.
Total bile acid content was assessed in homogenates of the
frontal cortex following the manufacturer’s instructions
(IDEXX, Westbrook, ME). Data are reported as the nano-
mole of bile acid per milligram of cortex tissue protein for
each respective analysis.

Measurement of Brain Cholesterol
Total, free, and esterified cholesterol were assessed in

brain homogenates using a BioVision Total Cholesterol and
Cholesteryl Ester Assay Kit following the manufacturer’s
instructions with individual samples run in duplicate
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and averaged for final values. The subcellular location
of cholesterol was assessed using Nile Red staining
(for intracellular cholesterol10) and Filipin III staining
(for membrane-bound cholesterol11). Briefly, mice were
perfused transcardially with ice-cold phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in
PBS. Whole brains were rapidly removed and postfixed in
PFA overnight at 4�C. Brains were cryoprotected in 30%
sucrose (in PBS) and embedded in optimal cutting tem-
perature compound. Thirty-micrometer sections were cut
through the frontal cortex region; sections were rinsed in
Figure 1. Cholesterol levels are increased in the cortex
cholesterol levels in the cortex of AOM-treated mice at various st
(Pre), when minor neurologic decline is evident (Minor), when ma
Total cholesterol levels are expressed as microgram of choleste
the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated mice at the stages of m
expressed as microgram of cholesterol per milligram of cortex ti
AOM-treated mice at the stages of major neurologic decline
microgram of esterified cholesterol per milligram of cortex tiss
percentage area in the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated mice
III staining and quantification presented as the percentage area i
coma stages of neurologic decline. *P < .05 compared with vehi
experiments using mouse tissue, n ¼ 3 were used per group.
PBS and further fixed in 4% PFA for 10 minutes at room
temperature. Free-floating sections were incubated with
Filipin III (0.5 mg/mL in 10% bovine serum albumin/
PBS) for 2 hours at room temperature, or with Nile Red
(10 mg/mL in PBS) for 30 minutes at room temperature.
Sections were washed in PBS, mounted onto microscope
slides, and imaged using a Bio-Rad Zoe Fluorescent Cell
Imager (Hercules, CA). Field images were quantified for the
percentage positive area of Nile Red or Filipin III staining
using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD). Each Nile Red or Filipin III analysis
during AOM-induced hepatic encephalopathy. (A) Total
ages of neurologic decline including before neurologic decline
jor neurologic decline is evident (Major), and at coma (Coma).
rol per milligram of cortex tissue. (B) Free cholesterol levels in
ajor neurologic decline and coma. Free cholesterol levels are
ssue. (C) Concentration of esterified cholesterol in vehicle and
and coma. Esterified cholesterol levels are expressed as

ue. (D) Nile Red staining and quantification presented as the
at the major and coma stages of neurologic decline. (E) Filipin
n the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated mice at the major and
cle-treated mice. Data are expressed as means ± SEM. For all
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required 10 images taken per brain section with the per-
centage area quantified as the average of these images per
mouse.
Expression of Cyp46A1
RNA was extracted from tissue or primary neurons using

an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Synthesis of complemen-
tary DNA was accomplished using a Bio-Rad iScript
Complementary DNA Synthesis Kit. RT-PCR was performed
as previously described12 using commercially available
primers designed against mouse Cyp46A1 and GAPDH
(SABiosciences). A delta-delta threshold cycle analysis was
performed using vehicle-treated tissue or untreated primary
Figure 2. Cortex Cyp46A1 is suppressed in AOM-treated
Cyp46A1 mRNA expression (top) and protein expression (bott
neurologic decline including before neurologic decline (Pre), w
neurologic decline is evident (Major), and at coma (Coma). (B) Re
protein expression (bottom) in the cortex of Cyp7A1þ/þ and Cy
mRNA expression (top) and protein expression (bottom) in the
treated mice. (D) Relative Cyp46A1 mRNA expression (top) and
and FXR morpholino vehicle and AOM-treated mice. (E) Relati
(bottom) in primary mouse neurons treated with 10 mmol/L deox
*P < .05 compared with vehicle-treated mice of the respective g
mismatch mice, or DCA-treated primary neurons. Data are exp
tissue or primary neurons, n ¼ 3 were used per group.
neurons as controls for subsequent experiments.13,14 All
individual RT-PCR samples were run in duplicates and
averaged to determine final values.

Cortex tissue from all treatment groups was homoge-
nized using a Miltenyi Biotec gentleMACS Dissociator
and total protein was quantified using a ThermoFisher
Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit. Sodium dodecyl sulfate–
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gels (10% vol/vol)
were loaded with 10–20 mg of protein diluted in Laemmli
buffer per each tissue sample. Specific antibodies against
Cyp46A1 and b-actin were used. All imaging was performed
on an Odyssey 9120 Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR,
Lincoln, NE). Data are expressed as the fold change in
fluorescent band intensity of target antibody divided by
b-actin or GAPDH, which are used as loading controls. The
mice via bile acid–dependent FXR signaling. (A) Relative
om) in the cortex of AOM-treated mice at various stages of
hen minor neurologic decline is evident (Minor), when major
lative Cyp46A1 messenger RNA (mRNA) expression (top) and
p7A1-/- vehicle and AOM-treated mice. (C) Relative Cyp46A1
cortex of control and cholestyramine-fed vehicle and AOM-
protein expression (bottom) in the cortex of FXR mismatch

ve Cyp46A1 mRNA expression (top) and protein expression
ycholic acid (DCA) and/or 10 mmol/L guggulsterone (Guggul).
roup, #P < .05 compared with AOM-treated Cyp7A1þ/þ, FXR
ressed as means ± SEM. For all experiments using mouse



Figure 3. Genetic ablation of Cyp7A1 reduces AOM-induced cholesterol accumulation in the brain. (A) Bile acid con-
centrations in the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated Cyp7A1þ/þ and Cyp7A1-/- mice reported as nanomole of bile acid per
milligram of protein. (B) Total cholesterol levels and (C) free cholesterol levels in the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated
Cyp7A1þ/þ and Cyp7A1-/- mice. Cholesterol levels are expressed as microgram of cholesterol per milligram of cortex tis-
sue. (D) Nile Red staining and quantification were reported as the percentage area in the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated
Cyp7A1þ/þ and Cyp7A1-/- mice. (E) Filipin III staining and quantification were reported as the percentage area in the cortex of
vehicle- and AOM-treated Cyp7A1þ/þ and Cyp7A1-/- mice. *P < .05 compared with vehicle-treated Cyp7A1þ/þ mice. #P < .05
compared with AOM-treated Cyp7A1þ/þ mice. Data are expressed as means ± SEM. For all analyses using mouse tissue,
n ¼ 3 were used per group.
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values of vehicle or control groups were used as a baseline
and set to a relative protein expression value of 1. Band
intensity quantifications were performed using ImageJ
software.
Statistics
All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad

Prism software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). For data
that passed normality tests, significance was established



Figure 4. Bile acids induce neural cholesterol accumulation in AOM-treated mice. (A) Bile acid concentrations in the
cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated cholestyramine-supplemented mice reported as nanomole of bile acid per milligram of
protein. (B) Total cholesterol levels and (C) free cholesterol levels in the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated cholestyramine-
supplemented mice. Cholesterol levels are expressed as microgram of cholesterol per milligram of cortex tissue. (D) Nile Red
staining and quantification were reported as the percentage area in the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated cholestyramine-
supplemented mice. (E) Filipin III staining and quantification were reported as the percentage area in the cortex of vehicle and
AOM-treated cholestyramine-supplemented mice. *P < .05 compared with vehicle-treated control diet fed mice. #P < .05
compared with AOM-treated control diet fed mice. Data are expressed as means ± SEM. For all experiments using mouse
tissue, n ¼ 3 were used per group.
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using the Student’s t test when differences between 2 groups
were analyzed, and analysis of variance when differences
between 3 or more groups were compared, followed by the
appropriate post hoc test. If tests for normality failed,
2 groups were compared with a Mann–Whitney U test or a
Kruskal–Wallis ranked analysis when more than 2 groups
were analyzed. Results were expressed as means ± SEM.
Differences were considered significant for P < .05.
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Results
Cortical Cholesterol Concentrations Are
Increased in AOM-Treated Mice

We previously showed that aberrant bile acid signaling
may contribute to the neurologic complications of acute
liver failure.1 Little is known about the effects of bile acid
signaling in the brain. However, the enzymatic machinery
for bile acid synthesis has been shown to be present in the
brain and is the predominant method by which the brain
regulates cholesterol homeostasis.5 Therefore, we hypothe-
sized that aberrant bile acid signaling during hepatic
encephalopathy might disrupt cholesterol homeostasis in
the brain. Indeed, total cholesterol (Figure 1A) and free
cholesterol (Figure 1B), but not esterified cholesterol
(Figure 1C), were increased significantly with the onset of
major neurologic complications in AOM-treated mice. This
increase in cholesterol content correlated with increases in
both Nile Red (intracellular) and Filipin III (membrane-
bound) staining in the brain (Figure 1D and E). Taken
together, these data indicate that the total cholesterol con-
tent is increased in the brain during acute liver failure,
which is distributed both intracellularly and in the
membrane.
AOM-Treated Mice Have Reduced Cortical
Cyp46A1 Activity

To determine if the cholesterol buildup may be owing
to an impaired clearance pathway, the expression of
Cyp46A1 was assessed in mice with acute liver failure.
Expression of Cyp46A1 messenger RNA and protein was
down-regulated in the cortex of AOM-treated mice
showing neurologic symptoms of hepatic encephalopathy
(Figure 2A), suggesting that the buildup in cholesterol in
the brain might be attributable to an impaired clearance
pathway. Interestingly, this down-regulation of Cyp46A1
was not evident in mouse models showing attenuated
AOM-induced aberrant bile acid signaling in the brain.1

Specifically, we previously have shown that increases in
serum and cortical bile acid content are not evident in
Cyp7A1-/- mice after AOM injection, which correlated with
a delay in the neurologic decline associated with acute
liver failure.1 Furthermore, we previously have shown that
the effects of bile acid signaling in the development of
hepatic encephalopathy are attributable, in part, to FXR
signaling in neurons and specific knockdown of FXR ac-
tivity in the brain using a cholestyramine-supplemented
diet or direct infusion of FXR morpholino delayed the
neurologic decline associated with AOM-induced acute
Figure 5. (See previous page). FXR exacerbates neural c
cholesterol levels and (B) free cholesterol levels in the cortex of v
infused mice. Cholesterol levels are expressed as microgram of
and quantification were reported as the percentage area in the
morpholino-infused mice. (D) Filipin III staining and quantification
and AOM-treated FXR mismatch and FXR morpholino-infused m
infused mice. #P < .05 compared with AOM-treated FXR mismat
experiments using mouse tissue, n ¼ 3 were used per group.
liver failure.1 In Cyp7A1-/- mice, cholestyramine-fed mice,
or mice infused with FXR morpholino, the down-regulation
of Cyp46A1 expression in response to AOM injection was
attenuated (Figure 2B–D). To determine if the suppression
of Cyp46A1 was attributable to a direct action of FXR-
mediated signaling and not a reflection of the degree of
neurologic impairment in these mice, primary neurons
were treated with deoxycholic acid, a known agonist of
FXR,15 which decreased the expression of Cyp46A1. This
could be prevented by pretreatment with the FXR antag-
onist guggulsterone (Figure 2E).
Reducing Cortical Bile Acid Levels Alleviates
Cholesterol Accumulation in AOM-Treated Mice

The pathway mediated by Cyp46A1 is a primary method
regulating cholesterol homeostasis in the brain.5 Therefore,
we assessed whether preventing the suppression of
Cyp46A1 expression in mouse models in which aberrant
cortical bile acid signaling was attenuated could influence
the degree of cholesterol buildup. Initially, Cyp7A1-/- mice
were assessed during AOM-induced hepatic encephalopathy
for their relative increase of cortical bile acids compared
with Cyp7A1þ/þ (wild-type [WT]) mice. Concentrations of
cortical bile acids were increased significantly in WT AOM-
treated mice and this effect was absent in Cyp7A1-/- mice
(Figure 3A). A similar trend was seen regarding cholesterol
because an increase in total and free cholesterol content
was observed in the WT mice after AOM injection that was
not evident in Cyp7A1-/- mice (Figure 3B and C). Further-
more, the increase in intracellular cholesterol (Nile Red
staining) (Figure 3D) and membrane-bound cholesterol
(Filipin III staining) (Figure 3E) observed in WT mice after
AOM injection was absent in Cyp7A1-/- mice.

To better validate that the effects observed in Cyp7A1-/-

mice were caused by bile acids alone and not a congenital or
strain-specific effect, C57Bl/6 mice were fed a diet supple-
mented with 2% cholestyramine to reduce bile acid levels.
Cholestyramine supplementation was found to significantly
reduce the concentration of cortical bile acids in AOM-
treated mice compared with the AOM-treated control
diet-fed mice (Figure 4A). This effect correlated with a
reduction in total and free cholesterol levels in the AOM-
treated, cholestyramine-supplemented mice compared
with AOM-treated controls (Figure 4B and C). In addition,
the increase in Nile Red (Figure 4D) and Filipin III staining
(Figure 4E) observed after AOM treatment was reduced by
cholestyramine pretreatment, showing a reduction of
intracellular and free cholesterol, respectively, after chole-
styramine supplementation.
holesterol accumulation in AOM-treated mice. (A) Total
ehicle and AOM-treated FXR mismatch and FXR morpholino-
cholesterol per milligram of cortex tissue. (C) Nile Red staining
cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated FXR mismatch and FXR
were reported as the percentage area in the cortex of vehicle
ice. *P < .05 compared with vehicle-treated FXR mismatch-
ch-infused mice. Data are expressed as means ± SEM. For all



Figure 6. Intracerebroventricular infusion of 2-HbC reduces neurologic decline in AOM-treated mice. (A) Neurologic
score in AOM-treated mice infused with control or 2-HbC. A neurologic score of 12 indicates normal function, with the score
decreasing as neurologic impairment occurs. (B) Time in hours for AOM-treated control and 2-HbC–infused mice to progress
to hepatic coma. (C) Paw angle in degrees of the forelimbs and hind limbs of AOM-treated control and 2-HbC–infused mice. (D)
Gait symmetry of vehicle, AOM-treated control, and AOM-treated 2-HbC–infused mice. (E) Ataxia coefficient of the forelimbs
and hind limbs of vehicle, AOM-treated control, and AOM-treated 2-HbC–infused mice. *P < .05 compared with vehicle-
treated mice or AOM þ control mice for the time-to-coma analysis. #P < .05 compared with AOM-treated control-infused
mice. Data are expressed as means ± SEM. For all experiments assessing behavior and neurologic function, n ¼ 6 were used
for AOM-treated groups and n ¼ 4 for vehicle-treated groups.
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Figure 7. Intracerebro-
ventricular infusion of
2-HbC does not influence
liver function. (A) H&E
staining of liver sections
from vehicle and 20-hour
post-AOM injection mice
that were infused with
control or 2-HbC. (B)
Alanine aminotransferase
(ALT) and (C) aspartate
aminotransferase (AST)
concentrations in the
plasma of vehicle and
20-hour post-AOM injec-
tion mice that were
infused with control or
2-HbC. *P < .05 compared
with vehicle-treated con-
trol-infused mice. Data are
expressed as means ±
SEM. For ALT and AST
measurements, n ¼ 4 were
used for AOM-treated
groups and n ¼ 3 for
vehicle-treated groups.
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FXR Signaling Promotes Cholesterol
Accumulation in the Cortex

If bile acids are the primary contributor to the accumu-
lation of cortical cholesterol observed in AOM-treated mice,
then this effect could be a result of bile acid-receptor–
mediated signaling. Although bile acids can signal through
both G-protein–coupled receptors and nuclear receptors,
we previously have shown that FXR is present in neurons
and FXR signaling contributes to neurologic decline in
AOM-treated mice.1 Therefore, the approach taken was to
reduce neuronal FXR protein expression through FXR
morpholino infusion in vehicle and AOM-treated mice and
assess cholesterol concentrations. Similar to what was
observed in Cyp7A1-/- and cholestyramine-supplemented
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mice, total and free cholesterol (Figure 5A and B), as well as
intracellular (Figure 5C) and membrane-bound (Figure 5D)
cholesterol, were increased in AOM-treated mice infused
with a control mismatched vivo morpholino sequence and
this effect was attenuated in mice infused with FXR
morpholino.
Infusion of 2-HbC Reduces Neurologic
Deficits and Cortical Cholesterol Levels in
AOM-Treated Mice

To determine whether cholesterol buildup in the brain
plays a role in the neurologic deficits associated with acute
liver failure, mice were infused with 2-HbC into the lateral
ventricle. Treatment of mice with 2-HbC before AOM injec-
tion significantly delayed the neurologic decline (Figure 6A)
and increased the time taken to reach hepatic coma
(Figure 6B). Besides these neurologic measures, neuro-
muscular complications during hepatic encephalopathy also
were assessed. Specifically, control mice walked with a paw
angle of approximately 3.5� (forelimb) or 18� (hind limb) of
external rotation, which is consistent with previously pub-
lished studies16 (Figure 6C). In AOM-treated mice, there was
an increased degree of external rotation of both the fore-
limbs and hind limbs, indicating a splaying of the paws often
seen during ataxia.16 Treatment with 2-HbC reduced the
paw angle of AOM-treated mice to values similar to controls
(Figure 6C). Second, gait symmetry, defined as the ratio of
forelimb stepping frequency to hind limb stepping fre-
quency was effectively 1 in control mice as expected, but
this was reduced significantly in mice injected with AOM
(Figure 6D), indicating the mice were stepping more
frequently on the hind limbs than forelimbs to compensate
for the neuromuscular deficits in the hind limbs. Infusion
with 2-HbC before AOM injection returned the gait sym-
metry to control levels (Figure 6D). Finally, we measured
the ataxia co-efficient, which is an index of step-to-step
variability for each limb. Control mice had a low ataxia co-
efficient in both the forelimbs and hind limbs (Figure 6E),
indicating a relatively consistent stride length in all limbs.
However, mice with AOM-induced acute liver failure had a
significantly higher ataxia co-efficient, indicating a greater
variability in stride length, and infusion of 2-HbC returned
the ataxia co-efficient back to control levels (Figure 6E).

The central infusion of 2-HbC was chosen over systemic
administration to allow for the delineation of direct neuro-
protective effects of 2-HbC on the development of hepatic
encephalopathy vs the potential indirect hepatoprotective
effects that then would impact the subsequent neurologic
complications. Confirmatory experiments were performed
Figure 8. (See previous page). Cortex cholesterol accumula
(A) Total cholesterol levels and (B) free cholesterol levels in the c
mice. Cholesterol levels are expressed as microgram of choles
quantification were reported as the percentage area in the cortex
(D) Filipin III staining and quantification were reported as the per
and 2-HbC–infused mice. *P < .05 compared with vehicle-treate
control-infused mice. Data are expressed as means ± SEM. Fo
groups.
to ensure that the local central infusion of 2-HbC had no
effect on the underlying AOM-induced liver damage. The
degree of liver damage significantly increased after AOM
injection as shown by H&E staining (Figure 7A), serum
alanine aminotransferase (Figure 7B), and aspartate
aminotransferase (Figure 7C) to a similar degree as shown
previously,1,7–9 and these results were similar to mice
infused with 2-HbC before AOM injection (Figure 7). These
data indicate that central infusion of 2-HbC does not have
any hepatoprotective effects against AOM-induced hepato-
toxicity and that the protective effects of 2-HbC observed on
the development of hepatic encephalopathy result from the
direct actions in the brain.

Finally, 2-HbC treatment has been shown previously to
prevent excessive cholesterol buildup in the brain in models
of Niemann–Pick type C disease without depleting it
completely.17 Similarly, 2-HbC infusion into the brain did
not decrease the basal levels of cholesterol but did prevent
the AOM-induced buildup in total (Figure 8A) and free
(Figure 8B) cholesterol content in the cortex. Furthermore,
2-HbC treatment attenuated the AOM-induced increase in
Nile Red (Figure 8C) and Filipin III (Figure 8D) staining.
Taken together, these data suggest that neuroprotective
actions of 2-HbC likely are owing to the prevention of
cholesterol buildup in the brain and that the increase in
cortical cholesterol observed after AOM likely is contrib-
uting to the neurologic complications of acute liver failure.
Discussion
The major findings of this study pertain to the potential

downstream consequences of aberrant bile acid signaling in
the brain during acute liver failure and its subsequent role
in the development of hepatic encephalopathy. The data
presented here show that, similar to the liver, FXR signaling
in the brain can alter cholesterol homeostasis by regulating
Cyp46A1-mediated cholesterol clearance pathways, leading
to a buildup up of cholesterol in the brain during acute liver
failure. Furthermore, a treatment regimen designed to pre-
vent the accumulation of cholesterol had protective effects
against the cognitive and neuromuscular dysfunction asso-
ciated with hepatic encephalopathy. Taken together, our
data suggest that a downstream consequence of FXR
signaling in the brain may be the accumulation of choles-
terol, which has implications on the pathogenesis of hepatic
encephalopathy.

For this study, we used the AOM model of acute liver
injury. This model was chosen for the following reasons: (1)
it is the only model in mice for acute liver failure leading to
the development of hepatic encephalopathy recommended
tion in AOM-treated mice is reduced by 2-HbC infusion.
ortex of vehicle and AOM-treated control and 2-HbC–infused
terol per milligram of cortex tissue. (C) Nile Red staining and
of vehicle and AOM-treated control and 2-HbC–infused mice.
centage area in the cortex of vehicle and AOM-treated control
d control-infused mice. #P < .05 compared with AOM-treated
r all experiments using mouse tissue, n ¼ 3 were used for all
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by a subcommittee of the International Society of Hepatic
Encephalopathy and Nitrogen Metabolism18; (2) unlike
other mouse models, the AOM model of hepatic encepha-
lopathy is reproducible, reversible to a certain degree, has a
reasonable therapeutic window, and produces neurologic
decline ultimately resulting in liver-related death (similar to
that observed in human beings) as long as the body tem-
perature and other physiological parameters are tightly
controlled19; and (3) use of other common clinically rele-
vant drugs involved in drug-induced liver failure, such as
acetaminophen, do not cause hepatic encephalopathy in
mice. Recently, it was suggested that AOM is a flawed model
of hepatic encephalopathy because AOM may be directly
toxic to brain endothelial cells, thereby opening the blood-
brain barrier.20 However, we recently showed that direct
treatment of endothelial cells with AOM in vitro does not
lead to increased monolayer permeability when these cells
were co-cultured with primary astrocytes.21 In addition,
increased permeability of the blood-brain barrier after AOM
in vivo occurs at the later stages of encephalopathy well
beyond the onset of neurologic symptoms21,22 and is
dependent on a certain degree of systemic inflammation.23

Together, these in vivo reports do not support the idea
that AOM is directly causing leakiness of the blood-brain
barrier, but rather is a consequence of liver failure and
the resulting complications that arise.

Our current understanding of the pathogenesis of he-
patic encephalopathy largely has centered around the
buildup of serum and cortical ammonia during acute liver
failure, which can act synergistically with peripheral and
central inflammation to precipitate the neurologic diffi-
culties observed during hepatic encephalopathy.24,25 How-
ever, the increase of circulating bile acids observed after
liver damage has been identified as another possible culprit
contributing to the complex etiology of hepatic
encephalopathy.1,7,26–28 We previously showed that aber-
rant bile acid signaling in neurons, either through FXR or
sphingosine-1 phosphate receptor 2, contributes to the
neurologic deficits and neuroinflammatory processes
observed during acute liver failure.1,7 Interestingly, bile acid
signaling recently was implicated in a number of other
neurologic disorders,29 although a common consequence of
bile acid signaling in the brain during these neurologic
disorders is not clear.

The current study aimed to elucidate the downstream
consequences of FXR-mediated signaling and its conse-
quences on cortical cholesterol accumulation. The cortex
was the primary brain region investigated because it is
functionally impaired during hepatic encephalopathy and
previous research has shown that FXR, apical sodium-
dependent bile acid transporter, and small heterodimer
partner are expressed in cortical neurons and these neurons
can transport cholyl-lysyl-fluorescein, a fluorescent bile
acid–like substrate, across the cell membrane.1,30,31 In this
study, we showed that expression of the enzyme Cyp46A1
was down-regulated in the cortex during acute liver failure
and that strategies to reduce cortical bile acid levels or FXR
signaling prevented this down-regulation. Cyp46A1 is a
brain-specific cytochrome p450 that regulates cholesterol
homeostasis by oxidizing cholesterol to 24-(S)-
hydroxycholesterol, which can be removed more readily
from the brain.5 The data presented here show a regulatory
effect of both bile acids and FXR-mediated signaling on the
expression of Cyp46A1, although the precise mechanism is
unknown. It is possible that other FXR ligands or other bile
acid receptors influence Cyp46A1 expression and choles-
terol accumulation and these topics warrant further inves-
tigation. Recent studies have shown that the promoter
region of Cyp46A1 is regulated by the transcription factor
SP-1.32 Given that a functional interaction has been shown
between FXR and SP-1 in the regulation of other genes
involved in lipid metabolism,33 it is conceivable that bile
acids could exert their effects on Cyp46A1 expression via
the interaction between FXR and SP-1.

Imbalances in cholesterol homeostasis in the brain have
been implicated in a number of neurologic disorders.3,34

Some disorders, such as Smith-Lemli Opitz Syndrome35

and Huntington’s Disease,36 are associated with a reduc-
tion in brain cholesterol, whereas others, such as
Niemann–Pick type C disorder, feature an accumulation in
cholesterol.37 Consistent with these reports, our data sug-
gest that cholesterol accumulation also may be a component
of the pathophysiological processes associated with hepatic
encephalopathy. Cholesterol has many functions in the
physiological function of the brain. For example, cholesterol
is a precursor for the synthesis of neurosteroids such as
allopregnanalone and tetrahydrodeoxycorticosterone.
Cholesterol is transported into the mitochondria through a
translocator protein, where the biosynthesis of these neu-
rosteroids occurs. The expression and binding activity of the
translocator protein, as well as neurosteroid synthesis, are
up-regulated in human and rodent models of hepatic en-
cephalopathy.38 Our data suggest that it may be the conse-
quences of aberrant bile acid signaling in the brain leading
to an increase in cholesterol that supplies the substrate
needed for the increased production of neurosteroids. Sec-
ond, cholesterol is a major component of the cell membrane
and can influence the activity of receptors and other
signaling molecules.39 In neurons in particular, the choles-
terol content in the membrane can alter neurotransmitter
release and the rate of firing of action potentials,40–42 and
agents that deplete cholesterol from the presynaptic mem-
brane increase the frequency of spontaneous neurotrans-
mitter release.40 Given that the release and activity of a
number of neurotransmitter systems are dysregulated in
hepatic encephalopathy, it also is conceivable that bile
acid–mediated dysregulation of cholesterol homeostasis
may be altering neurotransmitter release. The data pre-
sented here indicate that both intracellular and membrane-
bound cholesterol are altered in our mouse model of hepatic
encephalopathy. Therefore, it is likely that our data has
implications in both the enhanced neurosteroid synthesis
and altered neurotransmitter function observed in hepatic
encephalopathy and further studies are warranted.

In this study, we used a constant central infusion of the
cholesterol sequestrant 2-HbC to prevent the buildup of
cholesterol in the brain. This, and related cyclodextrins,
have been proposed as a safe and effective treatment for the
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management of Niemann–Pick type C disease.43–45 Indeed,
intrathecal, intracerebroventricular, or intravenous admin-
istration of cyclodextrins have had proven therapeutic value
to varying degrees in clinical trials.43,44 As stated earlier, we
implanted the cannulas before the onset of liver damage and
administered 2-HbC directly into the brain to differentiate
the direct neuroprotective effects of 2-HbC on hepatic en-
cephalopathy vs the potential indirect protective effects on
the liver, which is important to delineate from a mechanistic
standpoint. However, further studies are needed to deter-
mine the therapeutic potential of 2-HbC for the management
of hepatic encephalopathy involving a more feasible route of
administration given after the onset of acute liver failure.

In conclusion, the data presented here show that one
potential downstream consequence of aberrant FXR
signaling in the brain during hepatic encephalopathy is the
accumulation of intracellular and membrane-associated
cholesterol. Furthermore, we have shown that strategies
preventing the accumulation of cholesterol proved neuro-
protective against the neurologic complications of acute
liver failure. Taken together, our data suggest that choles-
terol may play a novel role in the pathogenesis of hepatic
encephalopathy and may prove to be a viable target for the
development of novel adjunct therapies for the management
of hepatic encephalopathy.
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